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The Choice of Attention





Choice of attention - to pay attention to this

and ignore that - is to the inner life what

choice of action is to the outer.

                                     W. H. Auden
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calling the operation
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his firstborn, Hue
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his new therapy patient
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one grandchild Sunshine,

the other Eclipse

while singing, a child

mixing up Christmas pie

with Mulberry bush

sandwich shop owners,
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loving their initials

her English teacher
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why age and treachery beat

youth and talent

Grandpa pointing out

that he’s not anti-social,

just anti-stupid

D student asking

if Homer’s Ajax were named

after the cleaner

Explain “Drew a blank” . . .

Dad stating Good for Scrabble,

bad for memory

Explain “Got a run” . . .

Mom stating Good for baseball,

bad for hosiery





As I grow older, I pay less attention

to what men say. I just watch what they do.

                                      Andrew Carnegie
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car mechanic
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as headlights

Lyn Hawke of Kansas

feeling obliged to name

her firstborn son, Jay

tattoo artist
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of vaccinations

the clergyman
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as revivalists
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her spouse, parents, in-laws, docs
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her pet’s beloved recliner
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or a box of rocks

a young girl asking

which are more crazy: bats,

loons or bedbugs
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his face in a rye loaf,

stating I’m inbred
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his beloved Yankees
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John Hopkins
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the surgeon

referring to ether as

an early number

eleventh birthday . . .

her son wishing they lived

over a deli
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he thinks about nude women

sinfully often

her seven year-old

insisting folks pronounce it

WED-nes-day

film historian

calling Alfred Hitchcock’s chin

a double feature
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demonstrating how he won

the darts tournament

post-stroke, Aunt Tess
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feeling she’s destined to be

a registered nurse
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asks why there are no guitars

in marching bands
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Juneau, mid-winter . . .

three Aleut brothers singing

Heat Wave

Nome nuns loving

their city’s demonym,

Noman

Rachel Blume teaching

her Lutheran neighbors how

kvetch and kvell differ 

Max Cohen teaching

his Methodist neighbors how

schmuck and schnook differ

the burglar seeking

a therapist who’ll make him

happy on the job
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walking down the aisle

as bagpipes play

the new inpatient
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compose diagnose
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Jon and Lee Winkle
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Manhattanite

deeming Brooklyn and Queens

semi-rural

turning ninety-two,
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an awkward age

the convict calling

his consecutive jail terms

a run-on sentence

Uncles Ed and Fred

removing their toothpicks for

the groomsmen photo
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faculty meeting . . .

pondering which professor

has the most ear hair

his blind date eating

the parts of her Cobb salad

alphabetically
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describing an ante as

a stud fee

poker player

describing IOUs as 
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on her birthday,

cancer survivor getting

nipple tattoos
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With which soap?

strict English teacher

at St. Paul’s calling herself

a proper nun
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Boulder shrinks

dubbing their offices
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fearing her toddler

will grow up to become

a terrorist
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Jewish musician

portraying a hora as

a wedding ring

hair stylist

defining the term dying

as changing the locks

funeral parlor . . .
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Ninety’s too young

Hollywood agent

referring to has-beens

as distant stars

What’s a toga? . . .

Ancient Studies prof quipping

Senate coverage
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the naturalist

describing otters as

river gambolers

her four-year-old son

asking if the tooth fairy

gives kids cavities

fed up with his job

at the Wimbledon gift shop,

the teen serves notice

a child wondering

if knights, in the summer, wore

light suits of armor

longtime waitress

defining the word tip as

scratch on the table
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at Granddad’s wake,

Aunt Rose telling Uncle Bert

It should’ve been you

flight attendant

describing soaring as

on the up and up

Queens boy in Dallas
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incorrectly

Dallas boy in Queens

interpreting Thirst bucket

incorrectly
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referring to seashells as

tiny beach houses
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their math tutor

stating ten is half a score . . .

and a perfect score

twin Idaho profs

wincing as Texans call them

the Boise boys
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four-year-old girl

telling her ill Dad to laugh

rather than cough

Kenyan tour guide

describing the tsetse as

a fly to flee

half-Cuban sailor

remarking that Aye

is Sí at sea

calling Pizza Hut

to deliver three pies

to their Wendy’s

Kike Hernandez

assuring Jews his nickname

has two syllables
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pre-K pupil

referring to Purell as

Hannah Sittiezer

York ensign noting

Pennsylvania rearranged

is in navy planes

Routt miner noting

Colorado rearranged

is coal odor

Payne butcher noting

Oklahoma rearranged

is Look, a ham

her great-granddaughter

asking what’s the opposite

of broccoli
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obese Cousin Vern

hugging the five-year-old girl

who called him fluffy

Yeshiva youngster

fretting that Isaac’s Dad’s name

contains ham

Say a “P” word . . .

nursery school boy

replying Penis

Say an “H” word . . .

nursery school girl

replying Hellfire

on their birthday

twin hundred year-olds riding

mechanical bulls
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Aunt Edna giving

each trick-or-treater

five raisins

Uncle Gus handing

the last trick-or-treater

a tin of sardines

his child asking

if petroleum jelly

can fuel a car

Great-Grandpa

preferring codger

to geezer

Great-Grandma

preferring seasoned

to elderly
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pre-K researcher

assessing how many coins

will clog a toilet

pre-K researcher

assessing if bleach takes dirt

off a new red couch

pre-K researcher

assessing whether goldfish

like hamburger

Yale football coach

dreaming of pulverizing

the Crimson Tide

on the farm . . . hearing

the shrill cock-a-doodle-doo

of his grandson
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Aunt Fern slugging

Uncle Al for calling her breasts

prime real estate

fifth grader reading

the word simile, guessing

they mistyped smile

elderly chemist

wishing that his workday 

included naptime

their three year-old

stating the peeled banana

has his pants down

tourist with celiac

cursing his Maine rice cakes

in the south of France





The moment one gives close attention to

anything, even a blade of grass, it becomes 

a mysterious, awesome, indescribably

magnificent world in itself.

                                       Henry Miller
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brassiere shop . . .

young man trying not to look

uncomfortable

brassiere shop . . .

old man trying not to look

aroused

haiku poet

regarding metaphors

as distractions

haiku poet

considering adverbs

annoyances

haiku poet

viewing vagueness, wordiness

as enemies
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LSU student

explaining to New Yorkers

Geaux Tigers

April Fool’s Day . . .

the birthday boy receiving

a urinal cake

culinary class . . .

the chef suppressing the urge

to shout Food fight!

asking his teacher

which insult is stronger:

airhead or birdbrain

asking her teacher

which scolding is stronger:

tsk-tsk or tut-tut
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hearing Nana curse

while struggling to rise

from a beanbag chair

Jane and Ira Mull

introducing their children

Maxie and Minna

backyard football . . .

boys lacking shoulder pads

using throw pillows

therapy session . . .

the wife filing her nails

as the husband roars

therapy session . . .

the son rolling his eyes

as the daughter sobs
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old prof glaring

at the freshman for saying

conversate

old dean screaming

at the young prof for saying

expresso

mid-eulogy . . .

watching his late wife’s brothers

stifling yawns

pre-K cooking class . . .

three children sifting flour

down each other’s back

pre-K cooking class . . .

the shortest boy putting yeast

in his socks
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the rabbi noting

how nitwits, halfwits

and dimwits differ

their son placing

his master’s thesis between

two bowling trophies

earth scientist

referring to the ores as

mined-over matter

drummer Saul Levine

telling his grandchildren

Ringo is Jewish

actress Leah Baum

telling her grandchildren

Roseanne’s not Jewish
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replying Neither

when asked if he was breastfed

or bottle-fed

Corn Belt sot claiming

Manhattans were invented

in Kansas

Lone Star sot claiming

Parisians were invented

in Texas

Gem State sot claiming

Moscow Mules were invented

in Idaho

Gramps telling Dad

every time he sneezes,

pee and farts happen
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Rorschach card 4 . . .

her inpatient responding

The Pope, but Muslim

Rorschach card 6 . . .

her inpatient responding

It’s you, with head lice

Rorschach card 9 . . .

her inpatient responding

Penises chatting

ladies’ clothier

portraying girdles as

trunk fasteners

handing Grandma

his bound Yale dissertation

as a birthday gift
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asked how he’s feeling,

the twelve year-old replying

Very dangerous

the toddler

using her Dad’s huge hands

as matching chairs

their third grader 

spelling Mississippi

with six s’s

morgue worker

describing toe tags as

expired IDs

CEO snatching

someone else’s nickel

off the bar’s floor
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telling her children

she assumed growing old

would take much longer

What’s up your sleeve?! . . .

eight-year-old imp responding

Just my elbow

hotel porter

characterizing himself

as a case worker

Key to a long life? . . .

Great-Aunt Martha answering

Forgiveness, brandy

Key to a long life? . . .

Great-Uncle Frank answering

Avoid chick flicks
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the lifeguard

defining the verb kiss as

give mouth-to-mouth

their two year-old

giving her Barbie a bath

in Grandpa’s toilet

STEM professor

advising that botany

is a growth field

the caterer

regarding Bar Mitzvahs as

parties of thirteen

pondering

what she’d be like if her folks

had been kind
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in his report,

Intro Psych student citing

Sigma Fraud

in her speech,

World Lit student mentioning

Emily Zola

in his essay,

Art I student noting

Camille Bizarro

in her paper,

Modern Dance student praising

Freddy Stare

in his treatise,

Poli Sci student quoting

Thomas Hobbits
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after learning mar 

means spoil, Deena Marr asking

to be called D Muir

Harvard dean

hating himself for loving

Adam Sandler films

Princeton dean

hating herself for loving

Nicholas Sparks books

the manicurist

characterizing an asp

as a Nile biter

watching football . . .

a young boy questioning how

the offense offends
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high school freshman

screaming Don’t call me Francis!

though his name’s Jon Liu

for Hanukkah,

Kaplan’s Baptist wife making

gingerbread latkes

father of six

marking his one thousandth game

of UNO

informing her priest

she’s decided to convert

to atheism

in Wyoming,

timid Annette Smith hating

being called Shy Ann
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young baseball fan,

asked what was Berra’s first name,

answering Yoga

young football fan,

asked what was Bronko’s last name,

answering Buster

eyeing the title

of her son’s book report:

Withering Heights

explaining to Mom

why he needed to punch

his younger brother

high school career day . . .

the broker hopes to outshine

the accountant
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the lecturer

describing tapering as

getting to the point

after three decades

of calling her neighbor Don,

learning his name’s Dom

a child questioning

if kosher beef comes from cows

raised by rabbis

safety Doug Fender

wanting D by his last name

on his jersey’s back

young novelist

handing two homeless men

copies of his book
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with Mom away, Dad

answering What’s for breakfast?

with Donuts, pudding

with Gran away, Gramps

answering What’s for breakfast?

with Choose a meat

Cascades tourist

referring to the snowcap

as Mount Hood’s hood

sod businessman

claiming his sales approach

is grassroots

dubbing the Buddhists,

Jews and Druids in his school

the BuJuDru crew
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young Texans asking

if football’s played anywhere

with a round ball

posh dressing room . . .

boastful actress showing off

her vanity

a three year-old

learning the hard way ice cream

and mustard don’t mix

a thirteen year-old

learning the hard way toothpaste

and OJ don’t mix

a thirty year-old

learning the hard way sherry

and Fritos don’t mix
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the auditor,

hearing returns home, thinking

the IRS

Japanese lady

describing her obi as

the tie that binds

nursery school girl

using a pair of tweezers

as a fork

nursery school boy

using a pair of Twizzlers

as chopsticks

Kenneth O’Malley

referring to his children

as the next of Ken
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alpine singer 

characterizing yodels

as Cliff’s notes

twins with autism

going with Mom to Walmart

on Black Friday

prison warden

defining the word inmate

as a joint tenant

potential juror

pondering whether to lie

during the voir dire

their teenager

translating butt dialed as

ended a phone call
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social skills trainer

telling her client to stop

grabbing his groin

social skills trainer

telling his client to stop

being a putz

his fiancée

trying to fit her harp

in a Yaris

her fiancé

trying to fit his Newfie

in a Fiesta 

sixth graders giggling

hearing that a synonym

for frost is hoar
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Manners

After opening the gift

From her grandfather and

Being asked by her mother,

Annie, what do you say?,

The five year-old remarks

Popi, you really, really, really

Need to brush your teeth
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ENT’s daughters

making their Christmas crafts

with tongue depressors

his wife mistaking

Leopold and Loeb for

Lerner and Loewe

Kansans arguing

Ohio should be thrown out

of the Midwest

eyeing their folks drink,

six-year-old twins requesting

teeny Martinis

Chinese New Year . . .

Dr. Stein wishing Nurse Zhang

a Shanah Tovah
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hearing the doctor

called sharp, a girl questioning

Is he pointy?

hearing the lawyer

called shady, a boy asking

Doesn’t he get sun?

turning nine, her son

proclaiming he is fated 

to have it all

turning ten, his niece

proclaiming she is fated

to be a hot mess

the old waiter

wishing sarcasm alone

could pay his bills
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